
Academic Affairs & Standards Committee 
September 11, 2012   1-4pm 

EGF #129 
 

 
Present:   Rocky Ammerman, Kathy Huschle, Jack Haymond, Andy Mueller, Jim Retka, Steve Crittenden, Don 

Fischer, Mary Fontes, Brian Huschle, Curtis Peters, Erin Almlie, Barb Forrest, Kate Schmalenberg  
Absent:   Rob Jung 
 
Approval of Minutes 

The May minutes were approved as recorded. 
 
 
Program Changes 

Vote Programs Discussion 

Approved Health Sciences Broad Field  AS 60 cr   

EGF, TRF, Distance Education 

 

MnSCU approved on Jan 31, 2013 

 

E710 

T710 

I710 

New program ---– required courses: 
ANTH 2202  Cultural Anthropology 3 cr 
BIOL 1111  Biological Principles I 4 cr 
BIOL 2131  Nutrition 3 cr 
BIOL 2221  Microbiology 3 cr 
BIOL 2252  Anatomy & Phys I 3 cr 
BIOL 2254  Anatomy & Phys II 3 cr 
BIOL 2256  Advanced Physiology 2 cr 
CHEM 2205  Survey Gen/Org/Bio Chem 4 cr 
ENGL 1111  Composition I 3 cr 
MATH 1110  College Algebra 3 cr 
MATH 2203  Statistics 4 cr 
PSYC 1105  Intro to Psychology 3 cr 
PSYC 2201  Developmental Psychology 3 cr 
SOCI 1101  Intro to Sociology 3 cr 
SPCH 1101  Public Speaking 3 cr 
MNTC Goal Area 6 (PHIL 1102 or PHIL 2210) 3 cr 
Electives  10 cr 
 
Learner Outcome changes: 
#3 replace understand with examine 
#4 replace understand with apply; delete and apply 
those 
#5 delete use  
#6 delete understand and 

Approved Sales, Marketing, Mgmt  AAS 70 cr  EGF 

E515 

Drop  MNTC Electives  (2nd fall smtr) 3 cr 
Add  SOCI 1101  Intro to Sociology  (2nd fall smt) 3 cr 

Approved Surgical Technology  AAS  60 cr  EGF 

E560 

Move  SURT 1102  Intro Surg Tech to 1st fall smtr 
Move  ENGL 1111  Composition I  to  1st spring smtr 

Approved Unmanned Aerial Systems Maintenance Technician  

Certificate 30 cr  TRF   -----   T705 

Move  UAST 2120  Fabrication Integration to 1st spr smt 

 
 
 
Course Changes  

Vote Course Discussion 

Approved CRJU 2220  Law Enforcement Skills 12  6/6/0 CRJU 2221  Law Enforcement Skills I  (fall) 6  3/3/0 
CRJU 2223  Law Enforcement Skills II (spr) 6  3/3/0 
CRJU2223 remove HPER1125 as prerequisite. 
Remove links in course description and place on 
program specific requirements page. 

 
 
AASC Checklist 

Kathy Huschle will revise the AASC Checklist and present an updated version to the committee for review. 
 



Transition Plan 

The committee reviewed Attachment 1.  After discussing the document, Kate Schmalenberg agreed to form a task 
force (consisting of herself, Kathy Huschle, Barb Forrest, and an Academic Dean) to create a template including 
ideas brought forward.  The information will be reviewed at the October meeting. 
 
Faculty Review of Course Prerequisites 

Prerequisites on courses are fine but faculty should to be careful to not create hoops that will cause student to get 
stuck when trying to register for courses.  The Academic Deans and Rocky Ammerman will create message to go out 
to faculty members identifying why prerequisites need to be reviewed and cleaned up in the system.  
 
Freshman Experience Course 

The Noel Levitz report suggested NCTC develop a freshman experience course which would orient students to the 
academic community, being a success student with good study habits, connecting students with other students and 
faculty. The committee discussed whether to develop our own curriculum or use already developed information like 
the On-Course material.  Jennifer Dahlen and Ruth Christenson attended a meeting regarding On-Course.  It was 
also suggested to review the Learn-2-Learn course taught by college under a pilot project a few years ago.  Steve 
Crittenden will research/circulate first year experience course material he finds to the committee and bring suggested 
curriculum to the October meeting. 
 
Liberal Arts Pathways 

Noel Levitz also indicated the college should parse down the 29 liberal arts pathways into 3-5 pathways.  Along with 
developing a semester plan similar to the technical programs.   
Don will email all faculty identifying the suggested changes listing the following and request feedback: 
3 pathways -- STEM,   communications/humanities,   social/behavioral science 
4 pathways – STEM,    humanities,    communications,    social/behavioral science 
5 pathways – Mathematics,   natural science,   communications,   humanities,   social/behavioral science 
 
Education Pathways 

Brian Huschle, Steve Crittenden, Kathy Huschle, Rick Nikunen, Ralph Cox, and Merle Johnson will meet to develop 2 
+ 2 education program articulation agreement amongst a couple of the Northwest Alliance colleges group (Bemidji 
State, MSU-Moorhead, and possibly UMC).  The committee suggested locating the education courses the college 
developed a few years ago and to review UND’s courses.  Brian will arrange a meeting with Bemidji State and MSU-
Moorhead in the near future. 
 
Committee Search with Task Groups 

The Developmental Education and Articulation Transfer task force groups both report to AASC.  Work from each 
group will take place on as need basis.  The Developmental Ed group will focus on mathematics courses and will 
assess retention from the foundations lab courses.  The Articulation Transfer group is working on the 2+2 education 
program articulation agreements. 
 
MNTC Course and Goal Area Review Part 2 -- 2012  

The committee reviewed Attachment 2.  Kathy will check with John Leopold on reviewing ARTS 2233 Art History I 
and ARTS 2234 Art History II; also with Kristel Kizer regarding NSCI 1103 Geology.  She will report back at the 
October meeting.  The final report is due before November 30, 2012.  
 

2012-13 Meeting Schedule 

Day Date Time Location 

Tuesday September 11 1-4 pm EGF 

Wednesday October 10 1-4 pm TRF 

Tuesday November 13 9-12 am EGF 

Wednesday December 5 9-12 am TRF 

Tuesday January 15 1-4 pm EGF 

Wednesday February 6 1-4 pm TRF 

Tuesday March 5 9-12 am EGF 

Wednesday April 3 9-12 am TRF 

Tuesday May 7 1-4 pm EGF 
 
 
  



Attachment 1 

Items for Faculty to Consider When Changing a Program Plan  
 

1. Is the course sequence changing and how it will affect your students who have already started 

the program courses?  

2. How will the new program affect your currently enrolled students?  What happens to the 

courses they have completed that:  

i. are no longer in the program or 

ii. won’t be offered in the future 

iii.  have changed the number of credits 

iv. are combined with other course(s).  

3. Will there be courses that can be substituted, if needed, for your students to graduate?  

i. General Education courses? 

ii. Program or technical courses? 

4. Is it better for your students to change to the new catalog year?  

a. Can you get a consensus from all your students in your program to go to the new 

program plan?  If so:  

i. It would be more cost effective for the program and the college 

ii. The program would have to lay out for the students what they would need to 

take for the new program.    

iii. Get signatures from all students if they agree to the new program plan.  

5. What is the program progression status for each of your students?   

a. Has everyone taken the required courses for the program’s first year?  

b. Developmental courses?  

c. All prerequisites?  

d. Is SAP an issue for the student?  (GPA and/or % of completion?) 

i. If so, do they need to see an advisor/counselor for academic/SAP reasons?  

e. Is there a plan for your students who stop out for more than one semester? 

f. What happens to your students if they fail a program course and need to repeat?  

g. What happens to your students who are stopped out during the change?   

i. If they are only into the Gen Eds, then they would go to the new program plan, 

ii. If they have some of the program courses finished, where do they stand? 

iii. A program course plan for such students would need to include a detailed plan 

for completion with substitutions, waivers, etc.  

7. What happens if your students decide to mobilize between a degree, diploma, or 

certificate?  

a. Do they automatically get switched or are they in the old programs or a 

combination?   

b. How will their progression be advised?  

 

 
8. Will students be advised individually prior to the program changes presented to AASC? 



 

9. Will students be notified in writing prior to the program changes presented to AASC? 

a. For example, if program changes to distance.  This could add a financial burden on 

the students that they weren’t expecting if program wasn’t an online program in the 

past.  

10. How do want your students to contact you? 

 

 

 

Suggestions:  

 

Because advisors and counselors rely heavily on the web for advising purposes, please make sure 

that your program information is updated on the web.  Program plans are changed as soon as 

approved by MnSCU, however, specific program requirements should also be reviewed and 

posted on the program web page, regularly.  This could include, but is not limited to:  
i. Minimum grade requirements 

ii. Prerequisites 
iii. Waiting lists or any entrance requirements  

1. Who manages them?  
2. How do advisors get that information for registration purposes? 
3. How do students know where they stand in the process? 

 

 

Perhaps a Transition team could be formed prior to the program meeting with AASC.   This team 

would meet to review all issues that may come up with students.  This team could include, but is 

not limited to:  
b. Dean of Academics,  

c. Dean of Students, 

d. Division Chair,  

e. Program Director,  

f. Program Chair from a different discipline for fresh eyes, if needed. 

g. Counselor and/or Registrar Associate 

 
 
 
  



Attachment 2 

Northland Community and Technical College 

MnTC Course and Goal Area Review Part 2--2012 

The Program Collaboration and Transfer staff in Academic and Student Affairs appreciates your 

efforts to improve effective transfer. To promote ongoing continuous improvement we conducted 

a review of college and university websites to determine compliance with state legislation and 

Board policy related to transfer.  This review is in two parts.  Part 1was a review of transfer 

information on each institution’s website to ensure compliance with legislation and system 

policies 3.21 Undergraduate Course Credit Transfer and 3.37 Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 

and related procedures 3.21.1 and 3.37.1 and was sent several months ago. Part 2 is a review of 

MnTC courses. 
According to Procedure 3.37.1 http://www.mnscu.edu/board/procedure/337p1.html Subpart A. Criteria, 

“Each system college and university shall use the following criteria as published on the Minnesota 

Transfer Curriculum Review Web site www.transfer.project.mnscu.edu  to ensure consistency of 

implementation of the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum across the system: 

1. Checklist of Criteria for Evaluation of Courses Included in the Minnesota Transfer 

Curriculum  

2. Guidelines for the Review and Design of a Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 

3. Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Agreement” 

The analysis of Northland Community and Technical College’s Minnesota Transfer Curriculum 

is divided into four sections.  Section 1 provides an analysis of Northland Community and 

Technical College’s compliance with the Guidelines for the Review and Design of a Minnesota 

Transfer Curriculum. Courses that do not comply with the Guidelines must be removed from the 

MnTC.  Section 2 provides an analysis for consistency with the Checklist of Criteria, and 

provides feedback to Northland Community and Technical College to review and confirm 

whether the cited courses belong in the MnTC. Section 3 provides feedback about courses that 

appear to be targeted to specific occupations with courses of action that can be taken to achieve 

compliance.  

Section 1: 

Compliance with Guidelines for the Review and Design of a Minnesota Transfer 

Curriculum: 
A review of the current website indicates the following courses are in Northland Community and 

Technical College’s MnTC and do not seem to comply with the Guidelines.  The Academic 

Affairs and Standards Council at Northland Community and Technical College is advised to 

remove them according to the guidelines.  Due to the Higher Education Omnibus Bill that 

requires goal areas to transfer per the sending institution, it is even more crucial that institutions 

follow the Guidelines in determining course placement to prevent transfer difficulties for 

students.   
Guideline #2 states: 

“Each course must address the competencies listed in at least one of the 10 areas of the 

curriculum 

 A single course can address no more than two areas. (An exception is if all 

courses are expected to address critical thinking (Goal 2), then CT can be a third 

area.) 

 A course must address at least 51% of the competencies in an area. 

http://www.mnscu.edu/board/procedure/337p1.html
http://www.transfer.project.mnscu.edu/


 The competencies must be a significant focus of the course.” 
 

All courses are in compliance with Guideline #2. 

 

 

Guideline #4 states: 

“Some disciplines are excluded by decision of the collaborating institutions. Because not all courses that 

might address a competency are general education, courses will not be included from: business, 

health/physical education, computer science (an exception was made for programming for math, but for 

most programming courses a high level math is a prerequisite), field experience, career orientation, or, in 

general, any occupational courses or programs.” 

All courses appear to be in compliance with Guideline #4. 

Guideline #6 states: 

“Natural science laboratory requirements are a minimum of one traditional lab course and a 

second with a lab-like experience.”  This means that there must be two science courses required 

in Goal 3, both with labs, and at least one of the courses must require a traditional lab.” 
All courses appear to be in compliance with Guideline #6. 

Section 2: 

Courses to review for consistency with the Checklist of Evaluation Criteria for Courses to 

be included in the MnTC:   

The following courses may be unique and/or meet goal area(s) that are unusual when compared 

to similar courses across the system. While it is acceptable to have unique courses and to assign 

goal areas according to the faculty’s judgment about whether it meets the Minnesota Transfer 

Curriculum criteria, they are listed here so they can be reviewed and confirmed to meet the 

appropriate MnTC goal areas, if any. Greater consistency for courses to meet similar goal areas 

also minimizes potential problems when students transfer. The Academic Affairs and Standards 

Council at Northland Community and Technical College is advised to re-examine them 

according to the Checklist, MnTC Agreement and Guidelines to ensure that they meet all criteria, 

and either appropriately remove them, revise them or provide a succinct rationale for why the 

AASC believes they should continue to be included. Please verify that the course meets all 

criteria including the goal definition(s) and at least 51% of the competencies for the goal area(s). 
Goal 7 

It is unique that ARTS 2233 is not in Goal 7, but ARTS 2234 is.  

ARTS 2233 Art History I 

Learner Outcomes: (suggested 2-6 outcomes per credit) 

Students will: 

1. Develop an understanding of the connection between historical events and the production of Art as a 

result of those events. 

2. Recognize the stylistic and cultural differences of the artwork between the different time periods 

ranging from the Pre-Historic through the Gothic. 

3. Be able to estimate the impact of artwork from previous cultures on our contemporary society. 

4. Formulate an understanding of the chronological development of aesthetics relative to the changing 

conditions of western societies. 

5. Be able to compare and contrast the artwork and stylist differences of different cultures from the 



addressed time periods. 

6. Rank the importance of a work of art within the boundaries of the culture in which it was created. 

 

 

 

ARTS 2234 Art History II 

Learner Outcomes: (suggested 2-6 outcomes per credit) 

Students will: 

1. Develop an understanding of the connection between historical events and the production of Art as a 

result of those events. 

2. Recognize the stylistic and cultural differences of the artwork between the different time periods 

ranging from the European Renaissance through the Impressionist Period. 

3. Be able to estimate the impact of artwork from previous cultures on our contemporary society. 

4. Formulate an understanding of the chronological development of aesthetics relative to the changing 

conditions of western societies. 

5. Be able to compare and contrast the artwork and stylist differences of different cultures from the 

addressed time periods. 

6. Rank the importance of a work of art within the boundaries of the culture in which it was created. 

Goal 10 

NSCI 1103 is a unique course for Goal 10. Please verify that the courses meet all criteria including the 

goal definition(s) and at least 51% of the competencies for the goal area(s). 

NSCI 1103 - Geology (4 cr)  
(Fulfills MNTC Areas: 3, 10) This class is an introductory course in physical geology. Topics include a 

survey of common rocks and minerals, and an investigation of the geologic forces at work in our physical 

environment, including erosion, volcanoes, earthquakes and flooding. The class also investigates the 

geologic history of the earth. Lecture and lab. 

Prerequisite(s): None 

Lec/Lab/OJT: 3/1/0 People and the Environment 

Learner Outcomes: (suggested 2-6 outcomes per credit) 

Students will:   

1. Identify igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks through general priciples and processes of 

geology.  

2. Relate volcanism, flooding, earthquakes and weathering to the prodesses which cause them.  

3. Explain geological work of gravity, water, wind and ice in landscape formation.  

4. Relate the theory of plate tectonics to geological formations and processes, including earthquakes, 

volcanoes and mountain building.  

5. Compare and contrast environmental issues with geological processes. 

Section 3: 

Courses with occupations or career clusters targeted in the title, designator or course 

descriptions: 

Some courses appear to be targeted toward specific occupations or career clusters according to 

the title or course description. Each course should meet all four criteria approved by the Transfer 

Oversight Committee (Checklist of evaluation criteria for courses to be included in the MnTC).  

If the Academic Affairs & Standards Council determines the course meets the criteria in the 

Checklist the question is:  Would this description or title inhibit students pursuing other majors 

from taking the course, which would defeat the purpose of it being a general education course?  

For courses included in the MnTC, we suggest the following revisions: 



1) specific occupations be removed from the course title  

2) either a) the language targeting specific occupations, career clusters or majors be removed 

from the course description or b) that liberal arts and science students be added.  For example the 

course description could state, "For liberal arts and sciences students, biology, nursing and other 

science related fields."  

The Transfer Oversight Committee approved the following definition for occupational course: 

"Definition of Occupational Course: An occupational course has as a core objective the 

development of skills, expertise, or knowledge relative to a single occupation or career cluster.  It 

uses course material, exercises, and examples that are for the most part aimed at or derived from 

that occupational area.” If a course meets this definition, it should not be in the MnTC.  

If the course meets all four criteria in the checklist of evaluation criteria, the course information 

should be stated in a way to communicate that all students can take the course, providing they've 

met any prerequisites.   

If the students who are enrolled in the course are from a specific major, the course is not likely to 

be general education. 

The following courses appear to be targeted toward specific occupations or career clusters 

according to the title or course description: 

No courses appear to be targeted to specific occupations. 

Response Requested 

For the areas noted above where the current MnTC is not in compliance with Board Policy or 

System procedure, please respond with an indication of how the courses cited will be, or have 

been, addressed. We would appreciate this response no later than November 30, 2012. Contact 

Louise DiCesare or Shannan Ellis if you have questions or would like to discuss our 

recommendations further. 

Louise DiCesare 

System Director, Collaboration and Transfer 

Louise.DiCesare@so.mnscu.edu  

651-201-1814 

 

Shannan Ellis 

Assistant Director for Transfer 

Shannan.Ellis@so.mnscu.edu 

651-201-1809 
 

mailto:Louise.DiCesare@so.mnscu.edu
mailto:Shannan.Ellis@so.mnscu.edu

